
Design Inspiration

Color Inspiration

Pattern Inspiration

Valor is about making the 
sublime accessible.

Once I entered the design phase I 
compiled inspiration that could be used 
by multi-functional teams later in the 
brand’s lifespan. The goal was to choose 
timeless elements that still had 
vibrancy and relevance.

Takashi Murakami. Murakami has found a way to take bold hues 

and position them in a way that maintains balance and harmony 

without losing edge or impact. The Valor Man maintains the 

same type of balance in his daily life. His palette must be bold 

and unique and it must remain refined. Look to Murakami to 

guide us on this journey.

The pattern choices for the Valor man reflect his worldliness 

and travels. Patterns borrowed from Africa, South America, 

Mexico, England, Australia and modern interpretations 

of classic styles like Herringbone and Tweed fabrics have 

informed the fabric palette of Valor. The choices are bold but 

not overbearing and allow for customizing.

Bold color contained in simple silhouettes

These are special mementoes and keepsakes for the Valor 

man, reserved for objects that communicate his cultural 

versatility. 

Form Inspiration

Imagery Inspiration

The form of Valor was sparked by a  few designers: Tom Dixon 

has inspired the line through an novel use of material. Richard 

Serra played a large roll in the manipulation of planes 

movement. The designer Am Cassandre with his dominating 

cruise ship posters infused a monolithic quality also influence 

Valor’s language. All these elements are inherent to the valor 

man and thus his products.

The imagery and photography for Valor is mysterious and 

layered; it reveals itself slowly and has depth and richness, much 

like the man himself. The theme is not obvious immediately but 

once discovered creates another world begging to be explored. 

The work of photographer John Michael Fulton creates these 

hidden worlds full of whimsy and intrigue.

Bold planar shifts and honest material are paramount

for the Valor man

Strong and unapologetic graphic treatment are signatures of Valor

The photography of John Michael Fulton expresses the imagery for 

the Valor man




